
A STUDY ON A STAKEHOLDER APPROACH BUSINESS ESSAY

How should corporate boards deal with trends favouring an engagement with the ethical dimensions of business and
stakeholder orientation, a.

It contends that it created the greatest good for the greatest number, and therefore government need not
intervene Freeman , p. As stated above, investors today are increasingly investing their money in socially
responsible businesses. Specifically, BP 's defensive approach towards stakeholder management led to lavish
compensation for upper level management while creating hazardous working conditions for employees and a
burden on all of society in the form of rising oil prices and environmental damage. Corporate social
responsibility is an important concept understood by many businesses, be it small and medium enterprises or
large and multinational organisations Furthermore, Lienert n. Many businesses also offer training
programmes, internships and learnerships to induviduals. Given that it is difficult to calculate all the beneficial
and harmful consequences of one's actions, decision-making must therefore be based on ethical principles. A
stakeholder is any person or entity who can either be positively or negatively affected by actions or decisions
that are taken by a company. Accountable leaders are aware that mutual interactions benefit both
communicators during a positive woven relationship. Mayer also argues that there is a clear contrast with
Friedman's view: if a corporate manager seeks only to maximize stockholder wealth, other stakeholders can
easily be overlooked. Also, this article will analyze why I agree with Rajesh 's position to consider
sustainability On organisation can determine its stakeholders by considering who and what is affected by any
of their business activity. Andrew Crane and Dirk Matten also explore business ethics beyond a stakeholder
model for managing business relationships. Freeman argues that the primary responsibility of the executive is
creating as much value as possible for stakeholders. Stakeholders should be involved with project planning,
project execution, and assessing the readiness of technology Government Accountability Office, ; Oehmen et
al. This essay also showed that organisations are facing changes and challenges regarding investor relations.
There are de facto constrains, due to these economic facts of life, on the ability of management to act in the
interest of stakeholders Freeman , p. Although they are interrelated and are quite distinct: They involve
different types of evidence and argument and have different implications Dodd. Indeed, several studies
highlighted the Contribution of clients and users to the Innovation Process. It is very much important to focus
on the planning phase, before beginning a new project and we must understand the whole project lifecycle.
However, more that these two steps supposed to be carried out in order to get the system up and running The
legal effect of such statutes may be to insulate officersâ€¦. It will look at current level of understanding
between academics and practitioners in the working environment and draw on relevant past information in
attempt to answer the above question Background 6. Just as problematic, as Hartman and DesJardins note, is
the focus on consequences. My most relevant experience would be the skills, techniques and knowledge I
gained in the pursuit of my Masters of Counter-Terrorism at Monash University.


